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In my paper, [Man. Math. 18 (1976), Satx 1.11 I proved a result on simul- 
taneous diophantine inequalities forp-adic linear forms with algebraic coefficients. 
In this paper I shall generalize this result and give a necessary and suRicient 
criterion for the estimation of a product of complex and padic linear forms 
with algebraic coefficients, implying a theorem of Schmidt, [Math. Ann. 191 
(1971), Satz 11. Using this estimate I shall obtain the padic generalization of 
Schmidt’s theorems on diophantine equations of norm form type [Ann. of Math. 
96 (1972)]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p1 ,..., p, be s distinct prime numbers. We shall indicate the 
Archimedean prime of Q by p0 . For 0 < u < s let Q, be the completion of 
Q with respect to the p,-adic valuation. Let further Q, be the completion of 
the algebraic closure of US, . For x E a0 write 1 x I0 for the p,-value of x. 
Instead of 1 x I,, we shall often write more simply I x I. Let t,, ,.. ., t, be 
integers 30, not all equal to zero, and for 0 < u < s ,$‘)(s),..., L@) 
linear forms with algebraic coefficients from the field Q, in x = (x1 ,..., x,). 
DEFINITION 1.1. 
q(x),..., 
We call the system of linear forms L:“(x),..., L!:(x),..., 
L::‘(x) a symmetric system iff for every 0 (0 < u < s) a form L(o) 
with coefficients in ap, occurs as often among the forms LPI,..., Liz’ as any 
conjugate of L(o) over Q, . 
DEFINITION 1.2. We call a point x E Z” primitive mod( p1 ,..,, pJ (or more 
briefly primitive) iff none of the primes p1 ,...,pS divides the GCD of the 
components x1 ,..., x, of x. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Lr’,..., Li: ,..., Lp’,..., Li,“’ be a symmetric system. 
Then for any 7 > 0 thefollowing three conditions are equivalent: 
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(a) There is a constant c1 = c,(L:“,..., Lids’, 17) > 0 such that the 
inequality 
has infinitely many solutions x E P, which are primitive, where by ) x j we 
understand max{\ x1 I,..., 1 x, i}. 
(b) There are numbers d and u (1 < d < n, 0 < u < s) with the 
property that there exist a rational subspace Sd of Q”, of dimension d and a 
symmetric subsystem Li:‘,..., Liz’ of Lr’,..., LI”,’ with 1 d m, < t, and 
iI < iz < ... < im,, whose rank & Sd satisfies the inequality 
r, < Cd . m,)/T. 11.2) 
When 0 = 0 we have, moreover, the relation 
r. < d. (1.3) 
(c) Condition (b) is valid, but in the case 1 < u < s there is the supple- 
mentary condition 
r, < d. (1.4) 
The case t, = 0 (1 < u < s) coincides with [7, Satz l] of Schmidt. 
On the other hand the theorem implies [5, Satz 1.11 and the results of [6]. 
Using Theorem 1.1 we shall prove a result on a certain class of diophantine 
equations: 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree k over Q and w  a primitive 
element for the extension K/Q. Write w(l),..., &) for the conjugates of w  
and K* = Q(wo),..., cP). 
Let G be the Galois group of K*. We call K h-times transitive iff G is 
h-times transitive on (w(l),..., ~‘“1). Let us write % for the norm of K to Q. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let cyl ,..., 01, be elements of a number field K of degree k 
which is (n - l)-times transitive. Put M(x) = ollxl + ... + a,~, and 
&f’iys) = ol(ox + . . . + a(ni)x, (1 < i < k), such that the forms &Pi) 
(1 < i < kiari conjugate to each other. Suppose that any n of these conjugates 
are linearly independent. Then for any E > 0 and any primes p1 ,..., ps there 
are only finitely many primitive points X E: P satisfying 
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COROLLARY 1.1. Let the hypotheses be the same as in Theorem 1.2. For 
x E En let P(r) be the greatestprime factor of 9I(M(x)). Then for x with relatively 
prime components, we have 
P(x) + co as 1 x I+ co. 0.6) 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let M(x) be as in Theorem 1.2 and G(x) a polynomial 
with rational coeficients of total degree less than k - 11. Then the diophantine 
equation 
%(M(x)) = p:’ ... p”ss * G(r) (1.7) 
has only jinitely many solutions (w, 3) with x = (x1 ,..., x,) E H” primitive 
modp, ,..., pS and 3 = (zl ,..., z,) E Z”. 
If s = 0, Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.2 are identical to Theorem 3 and 
the corresponding corollary of Schmidt [8]. When n = 2 the results imply 
theorems of Mahler [3] and Ridout [4]. 
2. REDUCTION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We shall prove Theorem 1.1 by the circle (a) 3 (c) 3 (b) * (a). Naturally, 
the implication (c) * (b) is trivial. We shall also indicate some supplementary 
conditions, which will be useful for the proof of the theorem. 
Let the forms Li”,..., L$y ,..., L$” ,..., Li,“’ be as in Theorem 1.1, For 
0 < 0 ,( s put p0 for the smallest natural number, such that there is a 
symmetric subsystem of Lr),..., Li,“’ of rank p0 . 
DEFINITION 2.1. We call the symmetric system I,:” ,..., Li”,..., Ly’,..., Llf 
of linear forms in x = (x1 ,..., x,) a system with enough var:ables iff 
0.1) 
It will be sufficient to prove Theorem 1.1 with the following restrictions: 
(i) For all s E P, s # 0 and for all pairs (a, i) (0 < CJ < s, 1 < i < t,) 
we have L?)(X) # 0. 
(ii) The system has enough variables. 
(iii) 7 > n. 
Ad(i). Suppose that there exist x E P, x # 0 and a pair (0, i) with 
Q’)(x) = 0. Then there are infinitely many integer points, which are 
proportional to 3 and primitive modp, ,..., pS , such that (a) is satisfied for 
any 17 > 0. On the other hand the form L, (0), together with its conjugates over 
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Q, , are a symmetric system, the rank of which is zero on the one-dimensional 
subspace generated by X. This implies also that (b) and (c) are satisfied 
for any 7j > 0. 
Ad (ii). Suppose (i) is satisfied and the system does not have enough 
variables. We shall proceed by induction on t = CI,,,,,, 1. 
If t = 1, there is exactly one CJ (0 < u < s) with t, # 0. Write T for this 
special cr. According to Definition 2.1 any symmetric subsystem of Lr),..., Li:’ 
has rank II, whence for each x E Z”, E # 0 
/ p .*. LI:’ jT > ) x I?, (2.2) 
where 1 x ji = max,gisn (1 xi I,}. Since for primitive x we have 1 x IT = 1 if 
1 < T < s, we may conclude that there is no 7 > 0, for which (a) is valid. 
Since pr = n, it is impossible to satisfy inequality (1.4) in (c). If T = 0, 
then in view of (1.3) there is no q > 0 with (b). 
Now assume T # 0. In Section 3 we shall show with the only restriction (i), 
that if (b) is valid for any 7 > 0 and any T with 1 < T < s then (a) is true 
for the same value of 7. Supposing this at the moment to be so, we have a 
contradiction. Hence (b) is impossible for any r) > 0. If t > 1, there is at 
least one u with p0 = n. We choose such a special CJ and call it T. There are 
two possibilities: 
(1) The system 
L,(o) 1 ,..., L(O) t0 ,...) I$-I),.. .) Lj-:), Li’+l) )...) Lj:f;) )...) I$)..., L’a,’ (2.3) 
has enough variables. 
(2) The system (2.3) does not have enough variables. 
In each case we have (2.2), which implies that (1.1) is, for 7 = 0, equivalent 
to 
s 
. . . L’“’ i t, 0 < 1 x /-‘I 
and for T > 0 to 
Hence in case (1) we already have the situation of (ii), whereas in case (2) 
the assertion follows by the induction hypothesis. 
Ad (iii). Suppose (i) and (ii) are valid. We shall distinguish the two cases 
to # 0 and t, = 0. If to # 0, we may proceed in exactly the same way as 
Schmidt [7], since / Lk)(x)i, < 1 for any x E Z’” and any pair (a, i) with 
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(1 < u < s, 1 < i < I,), and we obtain the result that (a), (b), (c) are 
satisfied for any 7 < n. Now suppose t, = 0. We choose 7 (1 < 7 < s) 
with t, # 0. For any i (1 < i < t,) there is a number field Ki, , such that the 
form Lj7) has coefficients in Ki, . Put ~~~ = [KJD, : Q,] and let &’ ,..., c$ 
be a basis of K&,/Q,, which is algebraic over Q. We may write L:“(X) = 
a:i,‘Lg(x) + ..* + CQ!$L~;~,CX), where the L:;‘(s) (1 < j d K~J are linear 
forms with algebraic coefficients in Q, . Now suppose, without loss of gener- 
ality, that L:“,..., LEL is a symmetric subsystem of rank p7 (cf. Definition 2.1). 
We then have n > p7 and p, < m, = (n . mT)/n. Taking d = n we may 
conclude that (c) and (b) are true for any r] < IZ. Further, since the forms 
L(T) 1 ,..., Lz: are conjugate over Cl!,, each among them may be written with the 
“component forms” L:;‘,..., L$ . Hence the forms Lz ,..., LjciT also have 
rank p7 . By Minkowski’s theorem the simultaneous inequalities 
have infinitely many primitive solutions x E Zn (cf. [2, Theo&me 2.81). 
Hence 
I Ll”@) **- Lg(x)l, < I x IpJQn -g 1 x I-= (2.41 
has infinitely many primitive solutions x E Zn. Combining (2.4) with the 
fact that j Lf)(x)J, < 1 for all (a, i) (1 < (T d s, 1 < i < t,,) we conclude 
that (a) is valid for any r] < n. 
3. THE IMPLICATION (b) * (a) OF THEOREM 1.1 
If in (b) we have 0 = 0, we may proceed exactly as in [7, p. 61. Suppose 
now that (b) is only true for some u > 0. Let, without loss of generality, 
LiO’,..., LEL be a symmetric system of rank r, on the subspace Sd, such that 
(1.2) is satisfied. By (i) of Section 2 we have r,, > 1. 
As in (iii) of Section 2 we can consider to each Lp) the corresponding 
“component forms” Lj;’ (1 < i < m, , 1 < j < K$~) with coefficients in Q, . 
The rank on Sd of the system Lg’ (1 < i < m, , 1 < j < Key) naturally also 
equals r, . Let MI ,..., Mro be any r, linearly independent among the forms 
Lj:‘. By [2, ThCoreme 2.81 the simultaneous inequalities 
I Mi(x)l, Q I 2 I--d’ru (1 < i d r,J 
have infinitely many primitive solutions x E En. Hence there are infinitely 
many primitive x E Z* with 
1 Ll”‘(x) *.* L~~(P)~~ Q / x p+)‘? (3.1) 
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Combining (3.1) with (1.2) and using for the other forms in consideration 
the trivial estimates we obtain (a). (This idea also applies in Section 2, to 
complete the proof of (ii), since in the case (T > 0 there is no assumption on 
the number n of variables. However, it should be noted that in the proof for 
the case u = 0 [7, p. 61, the fact of having enough variables is essential.) 
4. LOWER BOUNDS FOR A SPECIAL LINEAR FORM 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a,, ,..., a,“, ,..., a,, ,..., azrSs be positive reals, and a, 
b 0 ,..., b, reals with a + Cz=, v,b, > 0. There is a pair (7, r,) with 0 < T < s, 
1 < r, < v, , such that the linear form 
H(.u,, ,..., XV”0 ,..., Xl3 ,..., s,3 
= aloxlo +- . . . + av,ox-,,o + -*- + alsxls + -** + au,axu,s 
takes on its minimum on the set of paints (xl0 ,..., xVuo ,..., x1, ,.,., x,,,) with 
x10 + ... + xuoo + .'. 47 xls + -a- + x,~, + a 3 0, 
.qo<~~.<x,,,,<b, (O<.a<s) 
at the point, which satisfies 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Xl0 + ... + xsoo + ... + xls + **. + xvsn + a = 0, (4.3) 
.Y - ... = x lo - 2roc7 = b I T  3 for all u with 0 < u < s, c # T, (4.4) 
xl7 = ..- = .xTT, < x,.~+~,~ = ... = xv,7 = b, (4.5) 
(where we put x~,+~,~ = b,). 
Proof. Since H has positive coefficients, its value decreases, if we take 
it at the point (xIo - a,..., xVIs - 6) with 6 > 0 instead of the point 
(x10 ,..‘, x,,~). Hence H takes on Its minimum value on the set (4.1) at a point 
satisfying (4.3). 
For 0 < 7 < s and 1 < r7 < o, we define the point 
Pr, = (pl’d) )...) p$J ,..., py T...’ P;:‘) 
in the following way: 
pj?' = b, for all (a, i) (0 < 0 < s, 1 .< i < 0, , 0 =f T), 
pj:" = - a - rA + i v,b,),/r, (1 < i < rr), 
0=0 
(rr) = b Pi7 7 (r, + 1 -5 i < 0,). 
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Let x = (xl0 ,..., xVoO ,..., xl, ,..., x,,J be a point with (4.3). Then it is easily 
seen that we have 
(4.6) 
If x satisfies (4.2) the coefficients in (4.6) are nonnegative. In view of the 
linearity of H and the fact that the sum of the coefficients in (4.6) equals 1, 
the assertion of the lemma follows. 
5. THE IMPLICATION (a) G- (c) OF THEOREM 1.1 IN THE “REAL CASE” 
In this section we shall give the proof of (a) * (c) for the case that for all u 
(0 < G < s) the coefficients of the forms Lp),..., Lj,“’ are in Q, . For brevity 
we shall call this the real case; the “complex case,” i.e., if there exists a pair 
(a, i) (0 < u < s, 1 < i < t,,), such that some of the coefficients of Lp’ 
are not in Q, , will be treated in the next section. 
Suppose without loss of generality t, # 0 for every u (1 < u < s). We 
choose d minimal such that there is a d-dimensional subspace Sd in which (1.1) 
has infinitely many primitive solutions. By (i) of Section 2 we may suppose, 
without loss of generality, 2 < d < n. After a suitable permutation of the 
forms there are infinitely many primitive solutions x E Sd satisfying 
0 < I Ll”‘(x)l, < *-* ,< 1 L;;(x)l, (0 < u < s). (5.1) 
Let U, be the rank of Lf),..., Liz’ on Sd. (If to = 0, then a0 = 0.) Choose 
further numbers ij,, with 1 < ii0 < t, , 1 < j < u,, , which are minimal 
such that the forms LF’, L(O) 2 ,***, Lj;L have rankj on Sd. Hence 1 = ilU < 
ho < *.a < i,,, and with iU,+l,O = t, + 1 we have, by (5.1), 
If u, < d for some u we may suppose that Li;i ,..., Li,“jo, x,0+x 
linearly independent on Sd. Put 
m 
G(x) = fi fi I L$x)l, . 
0=0 j=l 
andforO<o<s,l <j,<d 
Go(4 = 1 L$‘;(x)l, . G(x)-“(“+‘)~ if 1 <j,<u,, 
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For each primitive x E Sd satisfying (1.1) and (5.1) we define an ((8 + 1)d + I)- 
tuple ~(4 = P = (p,plo ,.-, pdO ,-, pls ,.--, PA by W4 = I x P’, G&> = 
I x lpfo (1 d j < d, 0 d D < s). Let q = (q, qlo ,..., qdO ,..., q18 ,..., qd8) be an 
accumulation point of the set of points p(r). 
Since for 
maxho ,..., qao) = 1 - (q/G + 1) 4, 
(5.5) 
maxho , . . . , qczo) = -(q/G + 1) 4 if 1 < f.7 < s. 
By the detinition of q there are for every E > 0 infkitely many primitive 
points x E Sd with (1.1) and 
1 x p+(ds+1& < I L!O)(.@l < 1 x lajuJ+(Cl(S+l)d)+s 
qo 0’ 
Equations (5.3) and (5.4) imply 
(5.7) 
We now assume q < 0. Then, if we choose E > 0 suitably small, we may 
apply [6, Theorem 4.11 on the system of inequalities (5.6). By the conclusion 
of this theorem we can find finitely many proper rational subspaces Tl ,..., T, 
of Sd containing all solutions of (5.6), and we obtain a contradiction to the 
fact that d was chosen minimal. Hence we may assume in the sequel q > 0. 
On the other hand, by (5.3) we have q < d. If q = d then for every E > 0 
we could find infinitely many among our solutions x E Sd of (1.1) with 
I x I-< < I qpN0 < I x IE (1 G u < s, 1 <j < u,) and 1 x 11+ Q I L:~~(x)~, Q 
1 x I1+e. In view of (5.2) this would give a contradiction to (a). Concluding 
we may suppose 
Write 
O<q<d. (5.8) 
H = qlo(i,, - I) + qao(iso - izo) + ... -I- qa,o(h, -I- 1 - iu,o) 
+ ql& - 1) + -I. + qull(tl + 1 - i,,d 
+ e-e + qls(i,, - 1) + ... + qu,At, + 1 - i,,3 (5.9) 
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and 
t= i t,. 
0=0 
By (l.l), (5.2), and (5.6) we obtain 
(5.10) 




Using Lemma 4.1 we shall give a lower bound for III, from which together 
with (5.11) the assertion follows. 
Put T = {a IO < u < s, u,, = d> and S = {u I 0 < CJ < s, u, < d). We 
apply Lemma 4.1 with v, = u, if u E S and v, = u, - 1 if u E T. Write 
b. = 1 - (q/(s + 1)6), b, = --(q&s + 1)d) (1 < 0 d s), and a = 
&, (d - a,) b, . Then clearly a + C” o-o v,b, > 0 (cf. (5.8)). Combining (5. I), 
(5.5), and (5.9) we obtain &, C:zI qj,, + a Z 0 and ql,, < .*. < quo,, < b, 
(0 < u < s). Here our construction implies v, < d for every u (0 < u < s). 
We further write in Lemma 4.1 a,, = &, - 1, azo = iso - iaa ,..., aVobo =
t, + 1 - iv,, . By Lemma 4.1 and (5.5) there is a pair (7, rJ with 0 < T < s, 
1 < r, < v, , such that H takes on its minimum value at a point with 
(iogqj.)+a=O and qlO=~~~=qu,,=b, if CT#~, 
917=...=9~,7<q~?+l,7=...=qU?7= T .  b (5.12) 
Since r, < v7 and v7 < d, we have in particular 
r, < d. (5.13) 
Write z = 4x1 = *** = qrT7 . Then by (5.12) r,z + (v, - r,) b, + 
co++ Q&, -I- o = 0, hence .z = b, - (d/rJ + (q/rJ. Combining (5.9) and 
(5.12) we obtain 
or with ir,+l - 1 = m7 , 
H > f: t,b, + F - 
0=0 7 
dm 
(s 21) d - I, 
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since q > 0. By (5.11) this implies 
dm,lr, 3 7) - tc (5.14) 
Let us have a look at the situation in which we are now: Starting with 
condition (a) of Theorem 1.1 we have found a rational subspace Sd such 
that the forms L(” 1 ,..., L$ have rank rT on Sd satisfying the inequalities (5.13) 
and (5.14). Since we can find such forms for any E > 0 and there are only 
finitely many possibilities for T, m, , and r, , condition (c) of Theorem 1.1 
is proved in the “real case.” 
6. THEIMPLICATION (a) 3 (C)OF THEOREM 1.1 IN THE“COMPLEX CASE" 
We shall deduce the complex case from the real. We begin in the same way 
as in Section 5 and choose a rational subspace S” with minimal dimension 
such that (1.1) has infinitely many primitive solutions in it. By (i) of Section 2 
we may suppose 2 < d < n. We further shall suppose without loss of 
generality that (5.1) is true. Since for two forms Ly’, J$‘) which are conjugate 
over Q, we have I L~‘(x)[, = 1 Ly’(x)l, , there also is no loss of generality in 
assuming that our forms are ordered in such a way that conjugate forms 
follow directly to each other. We now construct real forms Ml’),..., M,‘: in 
exactly the same manner as in [8, p. lo]. Take cr with 1 G u < s. Our next 
aim is to construct linear forms A@‘),..., AI!;’ corresponding to the forms 
Lb’) 1 ,..., Lp’, but with algebraic coefficients in Cl!, . There are integers 
k,, < kzoa< ‘*. < kwo, = t, , 
Lp’ 
such that each of the subsystems L~~I,O+l, 
,-1,0+2 y*..y LgL is a symmetric one, but does not contain a proper symmetric 
subsystem (1 < i < w,). (Here k,, = 0.) For each i (1 < i < w,) the 
symmetric system corresponding to the form LgL has its coefficients in a 
number field Ki, with [I&Q, : Q,,] = ki, - kivl,, . Suppose i with 1 < i G w, 
is fixed. We choose a basis c@ (1 < ,j < ki, - k,& of K&&,/Q, which is 
algebraic over Q. Then L$ = C;zI-ki+’ #Lj~‘, where Lf has coefficients 
in Q, . Therefore the forms Lr’ with kiel,, + I < k < ki, are obtained by 
conjugating the c$’ (1 < .j < ki, - k,-l.e). Write 
M,‘j’“‘(x) = i L;;)(X). 
k=l 
By a suitable choice of the basis c$’ (1 <.j < k+,, - k,-l,o) we may assume 
for all solutions x E S* under consideration 
! L$‘(x)j, > 1 LgQI)l, for all j (1 < .j d ki, - ki-l,, - 1) 
(6.1) 
with L$‘(x) # 0. 
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We now choose jl minimal among the indices j with 1 d j < kiwIa, such 
that L$i is linearly independent of the forms Lp),..., L$!., o. If there is no 
such index we put j, = 1. We write Mg!l,O+l = Mi:I’ . Let j, be minimal 
among the indices j with 1 < j < ki, - kidI,, , j # j, such that LiTi is 
linearly independent of Lp),..., Lc!, D . If there is no such j, take j, = 
min{ j 1 1 < j < ki,, - ki-l,, , j # j,}.‘We write M~~!l.o+B = Miiz’ and so on. 
In this way we obtain linear forms Mp),..., Miz’ corresponding to the initial 
forms L:“‘,..., Liz’ but with coefficients in CD,, . These forms have the 
properties: 
(i) I ML’ ,-l,,+j(% < I L:~~;,,+,<~>lo. = ... = I L:;,@)lo < I M:;;I,u+j(x)l, 
for every solution x E Sd of (1.1) under consideration, every j with 1 < j ,< 
ki, - Lo , and every i, 1 < i < w, . To realize this we only have to take 
into consideration (6.1) and a theorem of [ 1, p. 1801. 
(ii) For every i with 1 ,( i < w, the forms Lp), Lp’,..., Li.7: and the 
forms MiO),..., MgL have the same rank on Sd. 
(iii) For every i with 1 < i < w, and every j with kiel,, + 1 < j < ki,: 
If Mj”’ is linearly independent of Mi”),..., Mj’O: then MjZi is linearly inde- 
pendent of Mp’,..., MjTh. 
Now instead of the product nL,, JJk, j L:“‘(x)\, we consider the product 
I-I:=, l-k, I M,!“‘(x)l, , as in Section 5. This is possible by (i). As in Section 5 
we obtain an index T (0 < T < s) and integers m7, rs , such that the forms 
M:“,..., Mzi have rank r, on Sd satisfying 
m7dlrT b 77 - tc and r, < d. (6.2) 
By (iii) of Section 2 we may suppose 7 > n. Since E > 0 may be chosen 
arbitrarily small (6.2) implies 
m, > r, . (6.3) 
We now distinguish three cases: 
(a) The system Lr),..., L!i is a symmetric one. According to (ii) this 
system has rank rr on Sd satisfymg (6.2). 
@) The system L$“,..., Lzi is not symmetric and ML:+, is on Sd 
linearly dependent of MF’,..., Mzj . We choose i with 1 < i < w, and 
ki-l.7 < mT < ki, . Then by (iii) the system Mr),..., MC: has rank r, on Sd 
and hence by (ii) also the system Lr),..., LcL. But this is a symmetric system, 
and using (6.2) we obtain a fortiori ki,d/r, > 7 - tc; r, < d. 
(y) The system Lp),..., L$i is not symmetric and Mki+, is on Sd 
linearly independent of Mp),..., ME:. We must have m, > k,, , since 
m, = kl, contradicts the fact that Lg’,..., Lgi is not symmetric and m, < k,, 
implies mT = rr by (iii), which contradicts (6.3). Now choose i with 1 < i ,( 
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w, - 1 and ki, < mT -c ki+l,7 . Using (iii) we may conclude that the system 
My,..., Mgi has rank r, - m, + ki, on Sd with r,’ = r, - m, + ki, > 1. 
Combining this with (ii), (6.2), and (6.3) we see that the symmetric system 
L(7) 1 ,***, Lgi has rank r,’ on Sd with kiTdIrT’ 3 7 - te and r,’ < d. 
In each of the three cases we have obtained for every E > 0 an index T 
(0 < 7 < s) and a symmetric subsystem LF),..., Lgi of rank r7 on S” satis- 
fying m7d/rT >, 71 - tc and r7 < d. Since the number of possibilities for the 
choice of r, m7, and r, is finite, Theorem 1.1 is proved. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Choose any m indices il -=c iz < .*. < i, = k. Then, as was shown in 
[8, p. 5501, for any rational subspace Sd of dimension d the rank r of the 
restrictions of M($l),..., M@m) to Sd satisfies the equation 
r = min(d, m). (7.1) 
After the embedding of the normal field K* in the field a, (0 < 0 < s) 
we may understand by M(l),..., Mcfi), respectively, p,-adic forms. 
Suppose now inequality (1.5) had infinitely many solutions. Applying the 
implication (a) * (c) of Theorem 1 .l with 7) = n + E we obtain a rational 
subspace Sd and an index u (0 < cr < s) with linear forms M($l),..., M”‘Q’ 
(being embedded in an,) of rank r, on Sd with r, < (dm,/(n + E)) . r, < d, 
hence 
r, -cm,, r, -c d. (7.2) 
By the contradiction of (7.2) and (7.1) Theorem 1.2 is proved. Corollaries 1.1 
and 1.2 follow immediately. 
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